WALL CABINET ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Supplied Parts List:
- A Side Panel (Left)
- B Back Panel
- C Side Panel (Right)
- D Door
- E/F Top/Bottom Panel (Similar)
- G (2-3) Adjustable Shelves

(2-3) Adjustable Shelves. To Be Installed After Assembly and Installation of Finished Cabinet.

Top Panel (Similar to Bottom Panel). Dado Cut Channel (Denotes Rear of Cabinet) to Face Interior of Cabinet. Panel to be Married to Side Panel(s) Using (2) Pre-Installed Dowels, Carpenter Glue, and (Min.) 1 1/2" Brad Nails @ 6" o.c. (Typ.).

Back Panel. Smooth Side of Panel to Face Interior of Cabinet. To Be Installed After Top and Bottom Panel(s) Have Been Married to Side Panel and Bead of Carpenter Glue Applied to Top, Bottom, and Side Panel(s) Dado Cut Channel(s). (Press Panel Towards Interior or Face of Cabinet When Applying (Min.) 1 1/2" Brad Nails @ 6" o.c. (Typ.) Around Perimeter of Assembled Cabinet.)

Side Panel(s). Dado Cut Channel (Denotes Rear of Cabinet), and Pre-Drilled Side to Face Interior of Cabinet. After Being Fit to Top, Back, and Bottom Panel, Nail Pre-Glued Married Joints Using (Min.) 1 1/2" Brad Nails @ 6" o.c. (Typ.).

Bottom Panel (Similar to Top Panel). Dado Cut Channel (Denotes Rear of Cabinet) to Face Interior of Cabinet. Panel to be Married to Side Panel(s) Using (2) Pre-Installed Dowels, Carpenter Glue, and (Min.) 1 1/2" Brad Nails @ 6" o.c. (Typ.).

Door. To Be Installed After Assembly and Installation of Cabinet Using Supplied Hinge Hardware to Finish Cabinet.
BASE CABINET ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Supplied Parts List:
- A Side Panel (Left)
- B Back Panel
- C Side Panel (Right)
- D Drawer Face
- E Door
- F (2) Bridge Board(s)
- G Adjustable Shelf
- H Bottom Panel

Assembled Cabinet
Drawing Not to Scale

Exploded Drawer View
Shown From Rear - Drawing Not to Scale

Assembled Drawer
Shown From Front - Drawing Not to Scale

Exploded Cabinet View
Drawing Not to Scale
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BASE BLIND CABINET

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

MODEL#
- BBC39
- BBC42
- BBC45

Product Specifications

Parts

Step 1

Step 2
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Step 7

7a) DB DR DF

7b) DZ

7c) DL

Step 8

RR RL

Step 9
Step 10

10a)

10b)
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

BASE CABINET

Product Specifications

MODEL#  
B09  
B12  
B15  
B18  
B21

Parts

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3  $+$ = finish nail

KITCHEN CABINET KINGS

INNOVATION CABINETRY
Step 6

6a)

6b)

6c)
Step 7

7a]

7b]

Step 8

www.KitchenCabinetKings.com • (888) 696-6454
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

BASE CABINET

Model Numbers:
- B24
- B27
- B30
- B33
- B39
- B42

Product Specifications

Parts:
- L
- B
- BP
- S
- R
- D1
- D2
- D3
- D4
- D5
- SR
- DR
- BF
- LF

Step 1 and Step 2
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Step 6

Step 7

7a) DB DR SR SL

7b) DB DR DL D2

7c) DL
BASE CABINET
with Luxury Metal Box

MODEL#
B24
B27
B30
B33
B36
B39
B42

Product Specifications

Step 1

Step 2
Step 8

Step 9
BASE CABINET
with Luxury Metal Box

MODEL#
B09
B12
B15
B18
B21

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!
Step 4

Step 5
Step 6

6a)

6b)

6c)

6d)

6e)
BASE DIAGONAL CORNER CABINET

Parts

MODEL# BDC36

Product Specifications

Step 1

Step 2a

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!
Step 2b

[Diagram of product specifications]

Step 3

[Diagram of product specifications]

Step 4

[Diagram of product specifications]
BASE END ANGLE CABINET

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

MODEL#  
BEA12L  
BEA12R

Product Specifications
Step 7

Step 8

Step 9
Base Lazy Susan Cabinet Assembly

Parts

Step 1

Step 2a

Model# BLS33-36

Product Specifications
Step 2b

Step 3

Step 4
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

**Step 5**

![Diagram](image)

**Step 6**

![Diagram](image)

**Step 7**

![Diagram](image)
Step 8

Step 9

Step 10

Step 11
BASE SPICE RACK

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Product Specifications

MODEL# BSR09

Parts

Step 1

Step 2
Step 3

Step 4
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Step 5

Step 6

Product Specifications
BASE WASTE BASKET CABINET

Parts

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

MODEL# BWBK18
Step 10
DOUBLE-DOOR PANTRY CABINET

Parts

"84"H & 90"H cabinets contain (1) upper shelf, 96"H contains (2) upper shelves

Step 1
Step 9

*84”H & 90”H cabinets contain (1) upper shelf, 96”H contains (2) upper shelves
WALL CABINET WITH SHELVES

MODEL#
All double door wall cabinets with shelves

Parts

*42"H cabinet contains (3) total shelves

Step 1

Step 2
Step 5

Step 6

Step 7
Step 8

Step 9

*42”H cabinet contains (3) total shelves
TWO-DOOR WALL CABINET

MODEL#
W3012
W3015
W3018
W3021
W3612
W3615
W3618
W3621

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Parts

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3
Step 4

Step 5

Step 6
Step 7
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

TALL DOUBLE OVEN CABINET

**Parts**

- 84"H & 90"H cabinets contain (1) upper shelf, 96"H contains (2) upper shelves

**Model#**
- DOC3084
- DOC3090
- DOC3096

**Step 1**
Product Specifications
Step 9

9a) DB

9b) DR

9c) DZ

Step 10

10a) DR

10b) DL

10c) SR

10d) SL

Step 11

Step 12

*84"H & 90"H cabinets contain (1) upper shelf, 96"H contains (2) upper shelves
DRAWER BASE CABINET

MODEL#  
- DB12-3  
- DB15-3  
- DB18-3  
- DB21-3  
- DB27-3  
- DB30-3  
- DB33-3  
- DB36-3

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Product Specifications

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Step 4

- 4a)
- 4b)
- 4c)
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Product Specifications

*LUXURY METAL BOX*

*Drawer Front—Attach & Detach*

**Step 1**

**Step 2**

**Step 3**

Box Placement on Extended Rails
Vertical Cam Adjustment

Step 1

Step 2

Horizontal Cam Adjustment

Step 1

Step 2
SINGLE-DOOR PANTRY CABINET

MODEL#  
PC1884  
PC1890  
PC1896

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

*84"H & 90"H cabinets contain (1) upper shelf, 96"H contains (2) upper shelves

Step 1
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

+ = finish nail

Product Specifications

Single Door Pantry Cabinet
Step 9

*84"H & 90"H cabinets contain (1) upper shelf, 96"H contains (2) upper shelves
SINGLE-DOOR WALL CABINET WITH SHELVES

MODEL#
All single door wall cabinets with shelves

Parts

*42"H cabinet contains (3) total shelves

Step 1
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

**Step 5**

- = finish nail

**Step 6**

**Step 7**

---

**Single-Door Wall Cabinet with Shelves**

---

**Product Specifications**

---

**Kitchen Cabinet Kings**
Step 8

Step 9

*42"H cabinet contains (3) total shelves
WALL DIAGONAL CORNER CABINET

Parts

Step 1

Step 2

MODEL#  
WDC2430  
WDC2436  
WDC2442  
WDC2436-15  
WDC2442-15

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

**Step 6**

**Step 7**

**Step 8**
Step 8

Step 9

Step 10
WALL END ANGLE CABINET

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

MODEL#
WEA1230
WEA1236
WEA1242

Product Specifications

Parts

L5
RS
BP
T
S1
S2
S3
B

*30"H & 36"H cabinet contains (2) shelves, 42"H contains (3) shelves

Step 1

Step 2
Step 3

Step 4

+ = finish nail
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Step 5

WALL END ANGLE CABINET

Step 6

Step 7

Product Specifications
Step 8

*30"H & 36"H cabinets contain (2) shelves, 42"H contains (3) shelves
WINE RACK
CABINET

Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

MODEL#
WRC3015
WRC3018
WRC3618

Parts

Step 1

KITCHEN CABINET KINGS
Cabinets Fit For Royalty, But Affordable For All!

Step 4

Step 5
Step 6

6a)

6b)

6c)